angles for the phenyl groups are 38.9 (1) and 12.6 (2)° respectively.
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Abstract

An error in the name of the title compound of the paper by Vega, Díanez, López-Castro & Márquez [Acta Cryst. (1984), C40, 1941–1944] is corrected. The correct name is ethyl

0108-2701/85/081280-01S01.50

(Z)-5,6,7,8,9-pentaacetoxy-2-amino-4-nitromethyl-D-glycero-D-ido-2-nonene-3-carboxylate. Thus, throughout the text D-glycero-D-manno should read D-glycero-D-ido

All relevant information is given in the Abstract.
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Reporting an Absolute-Configuration Determination

A structural paper reporting an absolute-configuration determination should, if practicable, also report a chiral property of the source material which can be linked uniquely to the structural handedness. If such a linkage is not made, the result should be reported only as a determination of structural handedness or chirality. Should the source material be a product of reactions with condition-dependent stereospecificity, the experimental conditions of the preparation should be given or referenced and a linkage made between the claimed stereospecificity and the structure. In the event that a linkage cannot be made, a disclaimer is necessary stating that the structural handedness may not be representative of the bulk material.